Public life and Coronavirus

Obligation of wearing mouth-nose protection while shopping and in public transport as of April 23

Contact restrictions will be extended until May 03
The minimum distance (min. 1.5 meters) and severely restricted contacts should remain the most important rules

as of April 20

can open:

shops
up to a sales area of max. 800 m²

car and bicycle dealer
independent of the sales area

book- and furniture stores, telecom companies
independent of the sales area

as of May 4

will be opened:

zoos, botanic gardens and libraries
subjected to hygiene requirements

hair salon and barber shops
subjected to hygiene requirements

schools
beginning with the highest classes as of April 23

until further notice

major events
remain banned until August 31

restaurants, bars
remain closed

religious assemblies in churches, mosques, synagogues, etc.
remain prohibited
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